
 

 

  

 

   

 

BSE Episode 15 Phrasal verbs for Youtube Part 1 Worksheet 

 
Part A 
Watch the episode, can you match the phrasal verbs to their definitions? 
 

1. Come across 

2. Take off 
3. Stand out 
4. Log on 
5. Keep up 

6. Catch on 

A. Understand what is meant or how to do something 

B. To start a computer system by giving a password 
C. To suddenly start to be successful or popular 
D. To be very noticeable 
E. To be able to understand and deal with something that is 

happening very fast 
F. To meet or find something by chance 

 
Part B 
Replace these synonyms in the gaps with the phrasal verbs from above- be careful of the tense! 

 
Her popularity 1) happened overnight___________________ and she became the richest Youtuber in Canada.  

She 2) was seen as different_________________ from the rest because she was South Asian, she was a comedian, 

and people could relate to her stories.  As more people 3) realized _________________how funny she was, they 4) 

turned on ______________ to their Youtube subscriptions and watch her weekly as they would any TV show so as 

to 5)   not lose touch __________________ their favourite Youtube Star- Lily Singh!  Have you 6)randomly 

found___________________her videos or talk show on TV? 

Part C 

Match the sentences in column A with those in column B:  

Column A 
1. The business took 

2. If you logged 
3. I couldn’t keep 
4. She only caught 
5. Because you wore that dress you stood 

6. When I was searching online I came 

Column B 
A. on with your name, you should’ve switched the 

account settings. 
B. off and they were swimming in money! 
C. up with all the fan mail!  I need an assistant! 
D. on later that what he said was a joke. 

E. out from all the other guests.  It was very eye 
catching! 

F. across this great site bytesizeenglish.com – and they 
have videos on Youtube too! 

 

To find the answer key, check out the next worksheet from Byte Size English Phrasal Verb for Youtube Part 2.  


